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CEN 01/2018 (Assistant Loco Pilot Post) 

 
1  Further to the DV Notification dated 07.08.2021, the candidates with the following roll numbers 
have informed that they do not want to proceed with further process of selection as ALP due to already 
working in better job etc and will not be attending the DV scheduled on 16.08.2021.  
 
281031094960286 281010094960404 281022094960100 281025094980087 281032079670099 
 
2. Hence, it has been decided to reschedule the DV from 16.08.2021 to 24.08.2021 and to call the 
four candidates listed in the DV notification dated 07.08.2021 who have confirmed that they will be 
attending the DV and also call the following additional candidates based on the performance in the 1st 
Stage Computer Based Test (CBT) conducted from 09.08.2018 to 04.09.2018, 2nd Stage CBT from 
21.01.2019 to 23.01.2019 and on 08.02.2019 and Computer Based Aptitude Tests (for ALP only) on 
10.05.2019, to cater to the replacement request for the post of Assistant Loco Pilotfrom Southern 
Railway.This list of shortlisted candidates for DV includes additional candidates who if found fit in all 
respects would be kept as standby candidates. For allocation of ALP posts, total of 70% of 2nd stage CBT 
Part A score & 30% of Aptitude Test T-Score are considered.  
 
281007094980031 271029085940014 281001094980120 281030094980033 281033094960022 

411017087490819 xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 

Total additional candidates shortlisted – 6 (UR-5 & OBC(NCL)-1 
 
3. Document Verification (DV) will be held at the RRB office address given above on the now revised 
date of Tuesday, the 24th August 2021 at 1000 hrs.  
 
4. Candidates may note that after completion of DV, they will be sent for Medical Examination at the 
Railway Hospital, Thiruvananthapuram Pettah on the next day of DV. Accordingly, Candidates have to 
come prepared for stay at Thiruvananthapuram for two to four days for DV and Medical examination.  
 
5. The shortlisted candidates for DV should produce all the original documents along with two sets of 
Xerox copies in A4 size as detailed in the CEN and e-call letter.  Candidates for ALP post would also have 
to produce a medical certificate as per Annexure VI of CEN 01/2018.  OBC candidates would have to 
produce a OBC (Non-creamy layer) caste certificate in the prescribed railway format for the year 2017-18 
and also for the current financial year 2021-22 and also OBC declaration.  The format for the above 
certificates and OBC declaration are available in this RRB website under download link. The detailed 
instructions in this regard are given in Para 16 of General Instructions of CEN 01/2018 available in RRB 
website.  
 
6. Candidature of all the shortlisted candidates for Document verification is purely provisional and is 
liable to be cancelled, at any stage of recruitment or thereafter, in case of any inconsistency/deficiency in 
the data furnished by them in their online application or any malpractice on the part of candidates coming 
to the notice of RRB at any stage of the recruitment process. It may be noted that merely calling a 
candidate for Document Verification does not entitle him/her in any way to an appointment in the 
Railways.  
 
7. While every care has been taken in preparing the list of candidates shortlisted for Document 
Verification, RRB reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistakes. 
RRB regrets inability to entertain any correspondence from unsuccessful candidates.  
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8. Important: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false promises of getting 
them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the RRB exams is fully 
computerised and the selection is based purely on the merit of candidates.  
 
9.  Candidates are advised to regularly visit RRB’s official website for the updates.  
 
 
Date: 11-08-2021               Chairman  
 


